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1. INTRODUCTION
w xSome recent refinements of Alperin's weight conjecture by Dade 3 and
w xRobinson 10 indicate undiscovered riches in the rapport between Clifford
theory and the local theory of group representations. The p-soluble case
may be a good place to start looking at subproblems arising from these
conjectures, because it is here that Clifford theory works best.
We fix a prime p and a finite group G. Let n denote the p-adicp
 .valuation on the rational numbers. Thus n z s log z for any rationalp p p
number z. When we speak of an irreducible character of G, we shall
always be referring to an absolutely irreducible Frobenius character.
Recall that the defect of an irreducible character x of G is the natural
 .  < <  ..number d x [ n G rx 1 .p
The principle of local theory}only a vague statement can even hope to
encompass the plethora of sometimes conflicting approaches}is that the
positive defect irreducible characters of G and many other aspects of
.positive-defect p-blocks can be related to ``local'' objects, objects which
are in some way associated with nontrivial p-subgroups of G. In the
context of Alperin's conjecture, the normalizers of the nontrivial p-sub-
groups would have to be considered ``local.'' But in some sense this point
w x.of view is taken in much of Puig's work, say 8, 9 , the less our objects
1 Some of this work was done while the author was holding a research fellowship at the
University of Wales College of Cardiff. E-mail: barker@fen.bilkent.edu.tr.
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depend on G itself, and on the inclusions of the p-subgroups in G, the
``more local'' our objects are. It is in this sense that the following conjec-
ture is ``very local.'' The conjecture, ``locally'' characterizing the defect of
w xan irreducible character, is part of the consequence 10, 5.1 of the
w xrefinement 10, 4.1 of Alperin's conjecture.
 .Conjecture 1. A Robinson . Let l be an irreducible character of a
central p-subgroup L of G, and let x be an irreducible character of G
lying over l and lying in a p-block with defect group D. Then there exists
 .some P with C P F P F D, and an irreducible character h of P lyingD
 .  .over l such that d x s d h .
When L s 1, the conjecture simplifies attractively and still has interest-
w x w xing consequences as noted in 10 . However, both here and in 10 , the full
generality is needed for inductive arguments.
The p-soluble case probably follows already from some as yet, incom-
. w xpletely published work of Dade. Indeed, Dade 3, p. 98 writes:
. . . we can use Clifford theory for a normal subgroup N of G to reduce
theorems and conjectures to the case where G is simple. Eventually we shall
perform such a reduction for a strengthened form of our conjecture.
Dade informs me that his reductions subsume a proof of the p-soluble
case of the strengthened form of his conjecture. Meanwhile, Robinson
w x10, p. 324 writes:
w xIt would appear from the results of this paper and 3 that Conjecture 4.1 is
w xequivalent to Dade's weight conjecture 17.10 in 3 , although at first sight,
Conjecture 4.1 seems stronger.
In this note, a clearer and more direct proof of a refinement of the
p-soluble case of the conjecture shows that by no coincidence at least in
.the p-soluble case do the conjecture and the theorem of Knorr, Pi-È
w xcaronny, and Puig in 1, 1.1 both provide us with a subgroup P of a defect
 .  .group D such that C P s Z P .D
Let k be the field of fractions of a characteristic-zero, integrally closed,
complete local commutative noetherian ring O whose residue field k has
characteristic p. For instance, O may be the completion of the integral
.closure of the p-adic completion of the rational integers . We shall not
w xrepeat, here, G-algebra theory introduced in Puig 7, 9 ; the books by
w x w xKulshammer 5 and Thevenaz 12 each contain all the terminology weÈ Â
shall need. Given a subgroup H F G, and an interior G-algebra A, we
write AH for the H-fixed subalgebra of A, write TrG for the relative traceH
map AH ª AG, and write AG for the image of TrG. When A is O-free, weH H
define k A [ k m A as an interior G-algebra over k . The induction mapO
from characters of H to characters of G, and the induction functor from
interior H-algebras to interior G-algebras are both denoted by IndG .H
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Given an irreducible character x of G, we write e for the centrallyx
primitive idempotent of k G fixing a simple k G-module X affording x .
Then the action k Ge on X engenders an interior G-algebra isomorphismx
 .  .k Ge ( End X . Puig has suggested personal communication that thex k
``local invariants'' of x be identified with the ``local invariants'' such as
.the defect groups or source algebras of the O-free primitive interior
 .G-algebra OGe a subring of k Ge . We shall adapt this idea.x x
We must review a fairly well-known G-algebra-theoretic version of a
Clifford-theoretic construction; all the notation in the following discussion
will be needed in the proof of the theorem below. Further details,
including a demonstration that the construction is both possible and
 . w xessentially unique, may be found in for instance 2, Section 4 . Let R be a
normal subgroup of G, let G [ GrR, let c be an irreducible character of
R inertial in G, and let e [ e , which is a central idempotent of both kRc
and k G. Given an irreducible k G-character x , then x lies over c if and
only if e s e e.x x &
R .We realize k Ge as a twisted group algebra kG of G over k with&
R .G-grading k Gs [ k g, where each g g gkRe . Let k* denote theÄ Äg g G
Ã Ã< <multiplicative group of k . Let R be the cyclic subgroup of k* such that R&
2 .is the order of the element of H G, k* associated with k G. By Schmid
Ã Ãw x < < < <11, 7.3 , R divides the exponent of R. It is also well known that R
Ã< <divides G : R . We insist the elements g be chosen such that R containsÄ &Ä  .all the values of the factor set a of G given by gh s a g, h gh forÄ
g, h g G. Let
Ã Ã1 ª R ª G ª G ª 1
be the central extension determined up to equivalence by the condition$Ã Ã 4  .that G has a section g : g g G in G satisfying gh s a g, h gh. TheÃ Ã
Ã Ã Ãinclusion R ¨ k is an irreducible character c of R. Let e [ e . Identify-Ã Ãc&Ãing k Ge with k G via the correspondence ge l g, the algebra isomor-Ã ÃÃ Ä
phism
& ;
s : k G m kRe ª k Ge such that a m b ¬ ab,G k
may be rewritten as
;Ãs : k Ge m kRe ª k Ge such that ge m b ¬ gb.Ã ÃÃ ÄG k
 .  .y1Let a be the factor set of G such that a g, h [ a g, h for&
g, h g G, where g, h denote the images of g, h, respectively, in G. Let k G&
be a twisted group algebra with G-grading k Gs [ k g and such thatÄg g G
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& &y1y1 y1Ä Ä .  .each gh s a g, h gh. It is easy to show that g gh h s a g, h gh gh.Ä Ä&
y1  .The algebra map u : k Gª kRe given by g ¬ g g satisfies gu g s ge sÄ Ä Ä
Ã .u g g. Regarding k Ge m kRe as an interior G-algebra with structuralÄ Ä Ã k
 .map g ¬ ge m u g , then s is an interior G-algebra isomorphism.ÃÃ Ä G
The Fong correspondence x l x between the irreducible characters xÃ
Ã Ãof G lying over c , and the irreducible characters x of G lying over c isÃ
 .characterized by the condition s e m e s e . We also note that ifG x xÃ
Ã Ã Ã ÃR F H F g and R F H F G such that HrR s HrR, then s restricts toÃ G
Ã ;an interior H-algebra isomorphism s : kHe m kRe ª kHe.ÃH k
For a normal subgroup K of G, an irreducible character m of K, and a
 .natural number d, let k G, d, m denote the number of irreducible charac-
ters of G with defect d lying over m.
LEMMA. Let K be a normal subgroup of p-power index in G. Gi¨ en a
Sylow p-subgroup P of G, a Sylow p-subgroup L of K central in G, an
irreducible character m of K inertial in G, and an irreducible character l of L
 .  .lying under m, then k G, d, m s k P, d, l .
 .Proof. Letting R [ O G , then K s LR, and m s l m c for somep9
Ãirreducible character c of R inertial in G. In the notation above, R is
Ãtrivial, and we have evident isomorphisms kP ( k Ge and kL ( kLe sÃ
ÃkKe. Thus s and s may be regarded as isomorphisms kP m kRe ( k GeÃ G K
 .  .and kL m kRe ( kKe, respectively. Since s e m e s s e m e s e ,G l K l m
the Fong correspondence x l x restricts to a defect-preserving bijectiveÃ
correspondence between the irreducible characters x of G lying over m,
and the irreducible characters x of P lying over l.Ã
wThe proof of the lemma can be recast using the methods in Isaacs 4,
x w xChapter 13 : c extends uniquely, as in 4, 13.3 , to an irreducible character
Äc of G such that the matrices representing the elements of P have
Ädeterminant unity. It can be shown that the condition x s x m c specifiesÄ Ä
a defect-preserving bijective correspondence between the irreducible char-
acters x of G lying over m, and the irreducible characters x of P lyingÄ Ã
over l.
THEOREM. Suppose that G is p-soluble. Let l be an irreducible character
of a central p-subgroup L of G, and let x be an irreducible character of G
lying o¨er l and lying in a p-block with defect group D. Then there exists some
 .P with C P F P F D, an irreducible character h of P lying o¨er l such thatD
 .  .d x s d h , and an O-free primiti¨ e interior G-algebra A with defect group
P such that k A ( k Ge .x
Proof. First note that, given any O-free interior G-algebra A such that
k A ( k Ge , then AG ( O, and in particular, A must be primitive. Fur-x
w xthermore, Picaronny]Puig 6, Proposition 1 , the theorem of Knorr, Pi-È
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w xcaronny, and Puig in 1, 1.1 , and the transitivity property of defect groups
 .together imply that any such A has a defect group P satisfying C P FD
 .   ..P F D. In particular, since O G F D, we have O Z G F P. It sufficesp p
to prove that there exists an O-free interior G-algebra A such that
k A ( k Ge , and an irreducible character h of a defect group P of A suchx
 .  .that h lies over l, and d x s d h . No generality is lost in assuming that
  ..L s O Z G .p
<  . < < <We argue by a double induction, first on G: Z G , and second on G .
We may assume that G is nonabelian, because otherwise we put A s
OGe , whereupon we can let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of G, and putx
G .  .  .  .h s Res x . Since O G O G g Z G , we can choose R such thatP p p9
 .  .  .R g Z G and either R s O G or R s LO G . Let c be an irreduciblep p9
character of R lying under x , and let T be the inertia group of c in G.
Clearly, L F R and c lies over l.
Suppose that T / G. As is well known, there exists a unique irreducible
G .character x 9 of T lying over c such that x s Ind x 9 . By induction, weT
may assume that there exists an O-free interior T-algebra A9 such that
k A9 ( kTe , and an irreducible character h of a defect group P of A9x 9
 .  . G .such that h lies over l, and d x 9 s d h . Putting A [ Ind A9 , thenT
G .k A ( Ind k A9 ( k Ge . A Mackey decomposition argument shows thatT x
 .  .  . < <  .A has defect group P. We have d x s d h because x 1 s G: T x 9 1 .
The assertion is now proved in the case T / G.
Henceforth, we assume that T s G, and again consider the central
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃÃextension G of G by R. The cyclic group R is the direct product R s LL9
Ã Ã Ã Ãof a p-subgroup L and a p9-subgroup L9. The linear character c of R
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãdecomposes as a tensor product c s l m l9 of linear characters l, l9 of
Ã Ã Ã ÃL, L9, respectively. Let x be the irreducible character of G lying over cÃ
Ã .  .such that s e m e s e . Then x lies over l. Now, if R s LO G , thenÃG x x p9Ã
Ã Ã . <  . < < < <  . <Z G - R, hence G: Z G F G : R - G : Z G . On the other hand, if
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .. <  . <R s O G , then R s O G , hence Z G s R.O G , and G : Z G Fp p p9
<  . <  . <G : Z G - G : Z G . Induction allows us to assume that there exists an
Ã Ã ÃO-free interior G-algebra A such that k A ( k Ge , and an irreduciblexÃ
Ã Ã Ãcharacter h of a defect group P of A such that h lies over l, andÃ Ã
 .  .d x s d h .Ã Ã
  . 4The O-linear span Q of u g : g g G in kRe is an algebra over OÄ
because the values of a are elements of O. For all g, h g G, we have
y1y1 y1Ä Ä Ä Ähu g h s hu h u g u h h .  . .  .Ä Ä
y1 Ähy1 y1s a h , h a h , g a hg , h u g , .  .  .  .
Äh .which is an O-multiple of u g . So Q acquires the structure of a
 .G-algebra by restriction from kRe. For all x g R, we have u x s xe, soÄ
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Ã  .ORe : Q : kRe. We define A [ A m Q, and write g1 s g1 m u g toÄ ÄÃO A A
specify the way in which we regard A as an interior G-algebra. Then
Ãk A ( k A m kRe ( k Ge as interior G-algebras.k x
R Ã Ã Ã ÃWe have A s A m e. More generally, given R F H F G and R F H F
Ã ÃH H HÃ Ã Ã ÃG such that HrR s HrR, then A s A m e. For all a g A , we have
Ã ÃG G G G GÃ .  .Tr a m e s Tr a m e , so A s A m e. In particular, 1 g A if andÃ ÃH H H H A HÃGÃonly if 1 g A . We deduce that A has a defect group P satisfyingÃ ÃA H
ÃÃ ÃPRrR s PRrR.
 .Suppose that R s LL9, where L9 [ O G . By comments in the firstp9
Ã Ã Ã ÃÃ Ã  ..paragraph of the argument, L F O Z G F P and L F P. So PL9rR sp
Ã Ã ÃÃPL9rR. Since h lies over l, the irreducible character g [ h m l9 of PL9Ã Ã Ã
Ãlies over c . Let g be the irreducible character of PL9 lying over c such
 .  .  .  .  .  . < <that s e me se . Since g 1 rg 1 sc 1 sx 1 rx 1 and G : PL9 sÃ ÃPL9 g gÃ
Ã ÃÃ ÃÃ Ã< <  .  .  .  .  < <.  < <.G : PL9 , we have d x y d x s d g y d g . Also, n PL9 s n PÃ Ã p p
  ..   ..  .  .  .  .  .and n g 1 s n h 1 , so d g s d h s d x , hence d x s d g . ByÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãp p
the lemma, there exists an irreducible character h lying over l such that
 .  .d h s d g . This completes the argument in the case R s LL9.
Ã .We may now assume that R s O G . Then R is a p-group, hencep
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃR s L F P and c s l. We claim that R F P. Choosing an element
P G .c g A such that Tr c s 1 , let us write c s S a m b with eachP A i i i
Ãa g A, each b g Q, and the elements a linearly independent. For alli i i
g . g gg g G, we have a m b s a m b . Each a is fixed by R l P, so by thei i i i i
linear independence of the a , each b is fixed by R l P. Mackey decom-i i
position gives
ga m Tr R g gb s Tr R g gc s 1 . . .  i R l P i R l P A
RgP:G i RgP:G
R R g .gSince Q s Oe, at least one of the terms Tr b must be an O*-multi-R l P i
R Ä .gple of e. Then e g Q . For each h g G, the elements h and u h haveR l P
Ä .  .the same conjugation action on Q. In particular, u h J OR e s
Ä .  .  .J OR eu h , so J [ J OR Q is an ideal of Q. The quotient QrJ inherits,
from Q, the structure of an interior R-algebra over k, and 1 gQ r J
 .R gQrJ . But each element of R maps to 1 modulo J. So theR l P Q
conjugation action of R on QrJ is trivial. Hence R lgP s R, and the
Ã Ãclaim holds. Therefore PrR s PrR.
Let h be the irreducible character of P lying over c such that s e mP hÃ
.  .  .  .  .  .  .e s e . Then h lies over l. Since h 1 s h 1 c 1 and x 1 s x 1 c 1 ,Ã Ãh
we have
Ã< < < <d h y d h s n P y n P q n c 1 , .  .  .  . . .Ã P p p
Ã< < < <d x y d x s n G y n G q n c 1 . .  .  .  . . .Ã p p p
Ã Ã< < < <  .  .  .  .But G : P s G : P and d x s d h , hence d x s d h .Ã Ã
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